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                    Welcome to the enchanted world of Charlie Bears
                

                
                    Lovingly made by hand, each bear has their own unique characteristics and that is why only Charlie Bears are known as the bears with personalities.
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            It's time to meet...


        
                Come and say hello to our newest bears who have just passed their cuddle training.

                From plush to mohair, pin badges to keyrings. Who will choose you?
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                                            About me
                                        

                                        Meet the bear that is fur-tastic at doing puzzles! This Puzzlemaster pin badge is one of the first to be released featuring the new and bear-illiant characters from the 2024 Labyrinth collection. Puzzlemaster is a classic 25 inch tall bear in super soft chestnut brown plush, how could we resist recreating him in pin badge form?&nbsp;
Limited edition of only 300 pieces worldwide&nbsp;and each pin badge is numbered on the reverse.
&nbsp;
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                                            About me
                                        

                                        Avalon is a brand-new bear-utiful bear who is part of our 2024 Plush Collection as well as our Far, Far and Away Mini Series this year. Avalon is fully jointed, made from super-soft synthetic plush and is suitable for every collector aged from 3 years and upwards. Avalon can be surface cleaned with care.&nbsp;Bear height: 38cm/15"/12.7 Bear Paws.
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                                            About me
                                        

                                        Designed to represent our main Plush Collection, Charlie Year Bear 2024 follows in the pawprints of the 15 Year Bears that have gone before her. Is number 16 about to join your hug? Simply bear-utiful in every way, Charlie Year Bear 2024 is made from super-soft synthetic plus. She is fully jointed, suitable for every collector aged 3 years + and can be surface cleaned with care. Limited in Production to 2000 bears. Bear height: 42cm/16.5"/14 Bear Paws.
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                                            About me
                                        

                                        Michal is brand-new for 2024 and is a part of our Plush Collection. He is fully jointed, suitable for collectors aged 3 years and over and can be surface cleaned with care. Michal is a pawfect bear who is made from super-soft synthetic plush. Bear height: 44cm/17.5"/14.7 Bear Paws.
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                                        Part of our 2024 Plush Collection, Puzzlemaster is a gorgeous large and cuddly bear who will certainly make a big impression. He is fully jointed and made from super-soft synthetic plush. Puzzlemaster is suitable for collectors aged 3 years+ and can be surface cleaned with care.&nbsp;Bear height: 64cm/25"/21.2 Bear Paws.
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                                            About me
                                        

                                        Introducing Charlie, our heart-warming companion from our brand-new Bear &amp; Me range, designed to be your little one's steadfast friend from the very beginning. Crafted with love and care, Charlie is a non-jointed, machine washable bear with soft oatmeal brown plush fur, who is always ready for playtime adventures and cuddles.&nbsp;With a commitment to safety, the Bear &amp; Me range is suitable from birth.&nbsp;Bear height: 29cm/11.5".
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                                            About me
                                        

                                        Embrace the joy of worry-free playtime and sweet dreams with Cheeky, a super soft and gorgeously comforting plush monkey from our brand-new Bear &amp; Me Range. With his distinctive adorable face and cuddly pebble grey fur, Cheeky is the perfect snuggly companion to be cherished for years to come. He is the perfect size for hugs and snuggles. Safety is paramount in the Bear &amp; Me range, and that&rsquo;s why Cheeky is non-jointed and machine washable, making him suitable from birth. Monkey height: 29cm / 11.5".
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                                            About me
                                        

                                        Meet Draco, a magical plush dragon from our brand-new Bear &amp; Me range, created to be your little one&rsquo;s lifelong companion. This mythical friend is too sweet in denim blue fur, with a pair of wings, spikes and two little white horns, he is the perfect wingman for imaginative play. The fire-breathing pal is also excellent at giving cuddles and snuggles. With a commitment to safety, the Bear &amp; Me range is suitable from birth, this gorgeous guardian is non-jointed and machine washable for simple care. Dragon height: 34cm/13.5".
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                                            About me
                                        

                                        Meet Riley, our snuggly plush raccoon from our brand-new Bear &amp; Me range, designed to ignite your child&rsquo;s imagination and become a lifelong friend. Riley is wildly cute with his soft cloudy grey fur featuring black and white facial accents and a bushy striped tail. With a commitment to safety, the Bear &amp; Me range is suitable from birth, ensuring that Riley can be there for your child right from the very start. Non-jointed and machine washable for easy care, Riley is always ready for adventures and snuggles. Raccoon height: 24cm/9.5&rdquo;.
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                                            About me
                                        

                                        Tiffin is an adorable rabbit, made from super-soft plush fur in chocolate brown, grey and cream shades. Tiffin has long floppy ears and is paw-fectly accessorised with a large bow. Only 200 created globally. Recommended for ages 3 years +. Rabbit height: 30cm/12&rdquo;/10 Bear Paws.
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            It's time to meet...

            Come and say hello to our newest bears who have just passed their cuddle training.
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                    Best Friends Club
                

                
                    
	Exclusive access to 6 characters - who cannot
    be adopted anywhere else
  
	£10 off coupon code to use on Charlie Bears Direct UK
	A chance to win each of our members-only characters
	Exclusive Best Friends Club pin badge
	
    Information on how to join Charlie’s Secret Cupboard Facebook Group (this is a beary special group only for our Best Friends!)
  
	Plus much much more!
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                            Machine washable at 30° C
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                                        About me
                                    

                                    Little Gem is one of three unicorns in our 2020 Mimino Collection, look out for the others Bijou and Jewel. Unicorns symbolise prosperity and peace so this pretty character is going to be very sought after. Little Gem is made from the finest mohair in a delicate white shade with longer fur around the tail and mane. She has airbrushed details around her hooves and wears a shining organza bow. Limited to only 600 pieces worldwide she comes with a numbered limited edition certificate and a minimo drawstring bag. Suitable for aged over 14 years. Bear Height : 18cm / 7"
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                    Little Gem

                    Little Gem is one of three unicorns in our 2020 Mimino Collection, look out for the others Bijou and Jewel. Unicorns symbolise prosperity and peace so this pretty character is going to be very sought after. Little Gem is made from the finest mohair in a delicate white shade with longer fur around the tail and mane. She has airbrushed details around her hooves and wears a shining organza bow. Limited to only 600 pieces worldwide she comes with a numbered limited edition certificate and a minimo drawstring bag. Suitable for aged over 14 years. Bear Height : 18cm / 7"
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VAT Number: 866060420
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                        Get a closer look into the Bearhouse by signing up for our newsletter. You’ll receive the latest news and releases.
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